Vertical Panel

- Interior Finish
- Corrugated Panel
- Exterior Gypsum Board
- Water and Air Resistant Barrier
- Water Resistant Insulation
- Flashing Fastener (by others)
- Membrane Strip (by other)
- Vertical Subgirt
- Metal Stud
- Horizontal Subgirt
- #14 x 7/8" Painted Hex Washer Head Fastener with Washer
- #10 x 1" Wafer Head Fastener
- Flashing (by others)
- Head Trim
- Backer Rod and Sealant
- Window

Flashing
(Field Fabricated From Color Matched Flat Stock)

BCA550-Head Trim

2 Stage Method of Weather Proofing
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Corrugated Panel Head Detail
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1/2" O.H.

92°